At the University of Surrey we are proud of the outstanding impact our students have within the business community. Benefiting from internationally recognised teaching excellence and our long-standing partnerships with organisations across the globe, our graduates are business-ready – with the ability to apply their knowledge and skills to meet your business objectives. Building on the success of our undergraduate professional training programme, we are pleased to announce a further development through the inclusion of our Postgraduate talent pool.

At Surrey Business School we accelerate innovative thinking into practice – delivering business-ready solutions that offer an immediate and lasting impact in the world. Surrey Business School is a world-class hub of business and learning, bringing together teaching excellence and pioneering research. Our MSc students represent diversity, both geographically as well as through their work or educational experiences. Undertaking a specialised MSc programme across five selected programmes, our students are equipped with both academic and workplace skills, which provide companies with an opportunity to leverage Surrey talent for the benefit of their business.

Surrey University has over 40 years of experience working with businesses from across the globe. It is through this depth of experience that we present our talent to you for placement and internship opportunities over 2019.

Find out more

Find out how you can work with our talented students by contacting:

Paul Schoonenberg
Senior Teaching Fellow, Professional Development & Employability
+44 (0)1483 68 8787
p.schoonenberg@surrey.ac.uk
surrey.ac.uk/sbs
How a postgraduate placement can benefit your business

A Postgraduate placement student can make a real impact from day one. As part of their Masters level education and training each student has elected to focus on one of five core specialisms; meaning our Postgraduate Business students are equipped with the latest thinking from research and tools from practice – all designed to help your business with targeted problem-solving and real-world business needs.

Why a Postgraduate placement is different

Surrey Business School is a long-standing, trusted source of brilliant minds for professional training undergraduates and interns. A Postgraduate placement now offers new value-adding opportunities to your business:

- Short-term (3-6 month) commitment.
- Project oriented and problem-solving focus.
- Specialised expertise in one of five core business areas.
- International perspectives and best practice.
- Engagement with MSc Programme Directors to help define your project.
- Tutor support for students throughout.
- Thorough interview and selection process to help you match your business needs to the right student.

I can collaborate with some of the best business minds I gain a competitive edge, as well as access to the best graduate talent.
What skills can our professional placements bring to your organisation?

Our postgraduate business students are equipped with a cutting-edge understanding of business needs across a diverse range of specialisms, including:

**Business Analytics**
Trained in the latest data science and prescriptive analytics, our students can help your business harness and apply key business data for optimised solutions.

**Human Resource Management**
Our students have a thorough grounding in the core areas of leading Human Resource practice. Able to take an analytical and evidence-based approach to HR issues, our students bring a fresh international perspective to your organisation.

**Marketing**
Fully equipped with digital marketing skills and entrepreneurial knowledge our students are well placed to support your strategic decision-making in: marketing research, brand and advertising research, and social media campaigns.

**Retail Marketing**
Our students blend the latest theoretical knowledge and practical background skills in key retail marketing fields, including: digital marketing, relationship marketing, consumer behaviour, fashion marketing, branding, merchandising, international retailing and retail services marketing.

**Operations and Digital Supply Chain**
Our students are equipped with the ability to build operations for your business to build competitive advantage. Able to perform business process analysis and produce strategic plans to maximise supply chain effectiveness, our students bring valued contributions.

To find out more about how your organisation can access a wealth of business talent and how placements can meet your business needs, contact:

Paul Schoonenberg
Senior Teaching Fellow, Professional Development & Employability
+44 (0)1483 68 8787
p.schoonenberg@surrey.ac.uk
Christiana Demetriou

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/christiana-demetriou
Email: cd00791@surrey.ac.uk

Current Course of Study: MSc in Business Analytics

Educational History:
- CFE Professional Qualification, Association of Certified Fraud Examiners, Austin, Texas (ACFE) - Active membership
- ACA Professional Qualification, Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) - Active membership

Work Experience:
- MTN Cyprus Ltd, Accounts Receivable Supervisor
- Ernst & Young Cyprus Ltd, Senior External Auditor
- KPMS Cyprus, Internship

Languages:
- Greek
- Cyrillic

Nationality:
- Greek Cypriot

Achievements:
- Selected as one of the 150 participants in the 2018/2019 (pilot) Employability Award scheme of the University of Surrey. The aim is to develop the capabilities and attributes necessary to become one of Surrey’s ‘global graduates’ by meeting employers’ needs and expectations. Expected completion: May 2019.
- Developed and managed more than 20 EU funded projects, raised more than 2 million EUR funding and consulted the establishment and development of more than 20 SMEs in Bulgaria in IT, tourism, manufacturing with regards to new technology, business processes, innovative products, training.
- Designed and implemented the Innovative practice of Dobrich Municipality, resulted in better public transport services for Dobrich’s citizens.
- Designed the concepts for the development of four innovative public libraries services for the Bulgarian SMEs and citizens, established the GLBF’s three-year Fundraising Plan and successfully developed two international projects, resulted in 162,000 EUR funding raised.
- Developed and managed more than 20 EU funded projects, raised more than 2 million EUR funding and consulted the establishment and development of more than 20 SMEs in Bulgaria in IT, tourism, manufacturing with regards to new technology, business processes, innovative products, training.
- Designed and implemented the Innovative practice of Dobrich Municipality, resulted in better public transport services for Dobrich’s citizens.
- Developed and managed more than 20 EU funded projects, raised more than 2 million EUR funding and consulted the establishment and development of more than 20 SMEs in Bulgaria in IT, tourism, manufacturing with regards to new technology, business processes, innovative products, training.
- Designed and implemented the Innovative practice of Dobrich Municipality, resulted in better public transport services for Dobrich’s citizens.

Amol Dixit

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/amol2
Email: ad01275@surrey.ac.uk

Current Course of Study: MSc in Business Analytics

Educational History:
- Bachelor of Technology in Mechanical Engineering with 73.6% (First Division) – University: UPTU, Lucknow, India

Work Experience:
- Business Analyst, Tata Consultancy Services, Delhi, India
- Software Developer, Tata Consultancy Services, Delhi, India

Languages:
- Hindi (Native) and English (Fluent)

Nationality:
- Indian

Achievements:
- Led two province specific projects in Canada as lead integration developer, handling components valued over CAD 0.5 Million, within a multi-million dollar project.
- Generated revenue and held team to 85% of original capacity during projected ramp-down period by reconfiguring and staging change requests and implementing performance improvements.
- Reduced size by 45% of bi-weekly deployments by merging two major code bases, and saved 60-65% time during sanity testing across all environments (6-8 instances per week) by creating an automated testing suite which replaced the manual setup.
- Achieved 25% reduction in time taken by production operator to do a job by redesigning their workstation. Reduced loss of material by initiating the idea of “No Metal-to-Metal” contact except on the assembly line.

Xiaoliang Jiang (Janet)

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/xiaoliang-janet-jiang-b64272aa/
Email: xj00131@surrey.ac.uk

Current Course of Study: MSc in Business Analytics

Educational History:
- Bachelor of Technology in Mechanical Engineering with 73.6% (First Division) – University: National University of Ireland, Dublin

Work Experience:
- Business Analyst, Tata Consultancy Services, Delhi, India
- Software Developer, Tata Consultancy Services, Delhi, India

Languages:
- Hindi (Native) and English (Fluent)

Nationality:
- Indian

Honours:
- Excellent Volunteer of Singapore National Day Parade
- Double Achievement of Shining Star Award
- Shining Star of Student Committee

Achievements:
- Member of Student Committee – worked with Student Affairs Office to execute campus wide events.
- Committee representative to doing the Welcome Orientation for new students, Minutes taking for Mental Health & Salvation Amy Committee regularly meeting. Projects leader of Eco Adventure of Pulu Ubin, Island of Singapore National Day Parade 2015 and Charity Flea Market 2014 (benefit for Mental Health & Salvation Amy)
Neha Kashyap
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/neha-kashyap-06bb442a
Email: nk00524@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Business Analytics
Educational History:
- PGDip in Management - Higher Second Class - BMM Pune, India
- Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com.) - First Class with Distinction - BVP University Pune, India
Work Experience:
- Governance Quality and Audit Facilitator, NHS- Surrey and Sussex Healthcare Trust, Redhill, UK
- Transformation & KPO Team Assistant, NHS- Surrey and Sussex Healthcare Trust, Redhill, UK
- Care Giver (Part – Time activity), Home Instead Senior Care, Crawley, West Sussex, UK
- Volunteer at Central Outpatient booking services, NHS- East Surrey hospital, Redhill, UK
- Assistant Manager Sales, Carlson Rezidor Hotel Group, Mumbai, India
- Executive Sales & Marketing, Appejay Surrendra Park Hotels Group Ltd., Mumbai, India
Nationality: Indian
Languages: Hindi (native) and English (fluent)
Achievements:
- Successfully led the 14 quality audit projects for Cancer and diagnostic division for the year of 2017-18, with 91% completion on target.
- Led complaint investigation for Cancer and Diagnostic division and escalated any risk associated to the higher management in the governance meeting.

Marilia Moniati
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/marilia-moniati-5ab69716v
Email: mm02235@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Business Analytics
Educational History:
- Bachelor degree in Computer Science, University of Leicester
Work Experience:
- Team leader, Club Jubilee multicultural English-speaking summer camp, Cyprus
Nationality: Cypriot
Languages: Greek (native) and English (fluent)
Achievements:
- Elected the Women’s Team Captain of the Volleyball Club at the University of Leicester.

Arun Loyal
Email: al0100@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Business Analytics
Educational History:
- BSc in Computer Science, University of Leicester
Work Experience:
- Customer Services Assistant, Sam’s Club, UK
- Warehouse Operative, Egham Distribution Centre – World Duty Free
Nationality: British
Languages: English (native)
Achievements:
- Received a student achievement award from Kingston University for academic excellence in Accounting and Finance for Management module during my 2nd year.
- Received course representative certificate for my contribution to the programme in 2017/18.

Ms. Tanaporn Sitikornvorakul
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/tanaporn-sitikornvorakul-848385173
Email: ts00835@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Business Analytics
Educational History:
- Bachelor degree in Computer Science, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok Thailand, GPA 3.46
Work Experience:
- COBOL Programmer at DST Worldwide Services Thailand, Intern, Central Group Internship project
Nationality: Thai
Languages: Thai (native) and English (Intermediate)
Achievements:
- A certificate of COBOL and JCL training course from my previous job - Since the area of work (programming language that the company uses) is something that does not commonly teach in every universities. The company has provided a 4 months training program include certain exams which required us to have 80 percent passed.

Vasiliki Panagi
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/vasiliki-panagi-848385173
Email: vp00136@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Business Analytics
Educational History:
- BSc in Computer Science at the University of Leicester
Nationality: Cypriot
Languages: Greek (native) and English (fluent)
Achievements:
- Twice opportunities as a Mentor for the new graduated employee at one year after I entered to guide, review and advise them during the same training program.
- A representative of the organisation to promote and present our training programs and works as an alumnus at Chulalongkorn University.
Preety Thakur
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/preetythakur06
Email: pt00357@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Business Analytics
Educational History:
Bachelor of Engineering in Electronics Engineering (First Class), Mumbai University, India
Diploma in Industrial Electronics (87%) K.J.Somaya Polytechnic, India
Work Experience: 3 years 10 months’ experience of SAP BW 7.3. Hands-on knowledge of SAP ABAP. Worked in development and post go live production support.
- Have written and used SQL queries to carry out data investigations.
- Involved in maintaining documentation like creation of technical specification, test cases and other related documents for other changes.
- Performed Unit Level testing for various changes. This involved creating test cases and executing the same to find out potential flaws.
- Coordinated the UAT phase and made sure that the user queries are well taken care of and potential bugs/defects are raised with the developers.
- Analysed issues in SAP HANA Studio (Basic level) – checking for the mapping issues in HANA Studio.
- Performed data analysis using BEx Analyzer and Micro Strategy reporting tools
Nationality: Indian
Languages: Hindi (native) and English (fluent)
Achievements:
Carried out design and planning for FIFA World Cup and Euro cup emails for the year 2014 and 2016 respectively.
Successfully completed video’s exclusive classroom trainings for SAP ABAP.
Secured First class in SAP BW – Infosys Internal certification.

Johan Thomas
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/johanna-thomas-68574412b/
Email: joo01989@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Business Analytics
Educational History:
Biotechnology BSc (Hons) University of Surrey, 2:1
Diploma in Industrial Electronics (87%) K.J.Somaya Polytechnic, India
Work Experience:
- Brand Ambassador, England, UK (Part Time) - Represented Marks & Spencer, Domino’s Pizza etc.
- Tutku Centre for Biotechnology, Finland - Collected and processed data to identify role of C-Flip in cancer. Used models and R language to identify the cellular pathways.
- Neodien Labs Limited, Bangalore, India (internship) - Processed data to identify genetic disorders.
- Other Internships - Natteron (Enterprise Mobility Start-up), Nagarjuna Fertilizer and Chemicals Ltd, St Peter and Ashford Hospital, Global Medical Projects.
Nationality: Indian
Languages: English (Native), Hindi, Malayalam and Mandarin (Level I)
Achievements:
- Increased marketing efficiency for Domino’s Pizza through data collection. Promoted new products at Mark & Spencer. Increased sales for Guardian Newspaper by communicating with customers.
- Data Analytics, Udemy (China) – Python, Advanced Statistics in Python, Machine & Deep Learning
- Surrey Analytics Course - R for Machine Learning, Excel for Economic Optimizations and SQL.

Congying Guo
Email: cg00751@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Human Resource Management
Educational History:
- MSc in Human Resource Management
- Post Graduation Diploma in Human Resource Management (First Distinction), Mahatma Gandhi Labour Institute, Gujarat University
Nationality: Indian, UK Resident (no work permit required to work)
Languages: English, Hindi, Gujarati (native) and English (proficient)
Achievements:
- Successfully helped Vipro Life Science to form a tie up with a multi-national giant Afimilk India.
- Helped spread education awareness among under privileged young children by conducting teaching sessions.

Tee Tienboon
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/ Tee Tienboon
Email: ttd0444@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Business Analytics
Educational History:
- Bachelor of Management, Wuhan University of Technology (WHUT), Wuhan, China
- Top-class teacher, Wuhan Sunflower Training Centre
- Volunteer, Wuhan Strawberry Music Festival
- Outstanding Organizer, Year 2013 Freshmen Talent Show across India.
- Helped spread education awareness among under privileged young children by conducting teaching sessions.

Shreya Dholakia
Linkedin: in.linkedin.com/shreya-dholakia-2b041712b/
Email: sd01028@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Human Resource Management
Educational History:
- Post Graduation Diploma in Human Resource Management (First Distinction), Mahatma Gandhi Labour Institute, Gujarat University
- Bachelor of Commerce – Second, R F Tbewel Commerce College, Gujarat University, India
Nationality: Indian
Languages: English, Hindi, Gujarati (native) and English (proficient)
Achievements:
- Senior HR Executive, Vipro Life Science, Ahmedabad, India
- Outstanding Leader, WHUT UNICLUB.
- Outstanding Activity Organizer ‘the Blind Talks About Films’ Youth Volunteers Association
- National Honourable Mention, The 8th Undergraduates’ Advertising Art Competition

Indian
Languages: Hindi (native) and English (fluent)
Achievements:
- Outstanding Activity Organizer ‘the Blind Talks About Films’ Youth Volunteers Association
- National Honourable Mention, The 8th Undergraduates’ Advertising Art Competition
Jiaqi Han
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/jiaqi-han-2016/
Email: hj01234@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Human Resource Management
Educational History:
- BSc, Management of Science - University of California, San Diego
- Diploma in Industrial Electronics (87%) K.J Somaiya Polytechnic, India
Work Experience:
- Talent Acquisition Sourcer, IBM, Bratislava, Slovak Republic
- Receptionist, J&T Real Estate, Bratislava, Slovak Republic
- Call Centre Operator, CEE COLLECT Slovakia, Bratislava, Slovak Republic
Achievements:
- Diploma in Industrial Electronics (87%) K.J Somaiya Polytechnic, India
- Call Centre Operator, CEE COLLECT Slovakia, Bratislava, Slovak Republic
Languages:
- Mandarin Chinese (native) and English (fluent)
Nationality:
- Chinese

Teodóra Kissová
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/teodora-kissova-368895152
Email: tk00501@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Human Resource Management
Educational History:
- Business Administration, Vysoká škola manažmentu, Bratislava, Slovak Republic
- Exchange programme for Erasmus students, University of Finance and Administration, Prague, Czech Republic
Work Experience:
- Intern at Chinese Merchants Securities - Harbin, Heilongjiang Province
- President, Chinese Union – La Jolla, CA
Achievements:
- Internship as toddler training teaching assistant in Westbury Educational Institution
 Languages:
- Slovak (native), Hungarian (native) and English (fluent)
Nationality:
- Slovak

Simran Kumar
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/simran-kumar-821b89173/
Email: sw00541@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Human Resource Management
Educational History:
- BSc International Events Management, University of Surrey
- Diploma in Industrial Electronics (87%) K.J Somaiya Polytechnic, India
Work Experience:
- Intern at Chinese Merchants Securities - Harbin, Heilongjiang Province
- President, Chinese Union – La Jolla, CA
- Human Resources, Chinese Union – La Jolla, CA
Nationality:
- British
Languages:
- English (native) and Hindi (fluent)
Achievements:
- Working on a technology project with Bartestory, a leading hospitality business.

Xiaofu Li (Teresa)
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/xiaofu-li-811b08116/
Email: xl00814@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Human Resource Management
Educational History:
- Bachelor degree of Psychology - Royal Holloway University of London
Work Experience:
- Part-time beauty consultant, London Heathrow Airport World Duty Free shop with Blackjack Promotions
- Internship as toddler training teaching assistant in Westbury Educational Institution
Nationality:
- Chinese
Languages:
- Mandarin (native) and English (fluent)
Achievements:
- Being a committee member of Chinese society of University of Surrey, which aims to achieve their formal status of Good Academic Standing.
- Achieved their formal status of Good Academic Standing.
Nationality:
- Chinese

Helen Liddell
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/helen-liddell
Email: hl01027@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Human Resource Management
Educational History:
- Bachelor degree of Psychology - Royal Holloway University of London
Work Experience:
- Area Leader, McDonalds
- Shop with Blackjack Promotions
- Part-time beauty consultant, London Heathrow Airport World Duty Free shop with Blackjack Promotions
Nationality:
- British
Languages:
- English
Achievements:
- I have completed a year abroad as part of my degree course (September 2016 - May 2017) studying at Trent University in Canada. This has helped me gain more confidence and develop independence. The Trent University Academic Board confirmed that I had achieved their formal status of Good Academic Standing.
- I'm proud of this because, while adapting to a new culture and education system, I achieved 74% overall. Whilst working at McDonalds in July 2017, I progressed to Area Leader, a role which has provided me with the responsibility to delegate tasks and ensure everything was operating smoothly.

Geetha Chandrasekar
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/geetha-chandrasekar-080/
Email: gc00510@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in International Retail Marketing in the Digital Environment
Educational History: B.E., Electronics and Communication Engineering, PSG College of Technology
Work Experience: Intern at IT Mokras, Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India
Nationality: Indian
Languages: Tamil (native) and English (fluent)
Achievements: Won first prize in inter-college MIME Competition.

Irina Igoshina
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/irina-igoshina-6b0ab6139/
Email: ii00045@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in International Retail Marketing in the Digital Environment
Educational History: BSc International Hospitality Management, University of Surrey
Fashion Styling (2017)
Work Experience: E-Commerce Fashion Intern, Timpany’s
Customer Assistant, Boots
Marketing Assistant, Agrofirma Niva
Photographer, Subcultured magazine
Nationality: Russian
Languages: Russian (native) and English (advanced)
Achievements: Becoming the best sales person in the store, selling a record amount of newly launched product (around 120 in 4 days) with no prior experience of direct sales.

Sofiia Kovaleva
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/sofiikovaleva
Email: gc00510@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in International Retail Marketing in the Digital Environment
Educational History: Bachelor of International Business in Hotel and Tourism Management, César Ritz Colleges
Bachelor of Arts in Hospitality Business Management, Washington State University
Work Experience: Expo Gourmet, F&B Department
Mövenpick Hotel Lausanne, F&B Department
Marketing Assistant, Zodchiy Department Store LTD
Part-time Sales Associate, Gucci
Nationality: Russian
Languages: Russian (Native), English (Business fluent), French (Upper-intermediate)
Achievements: I have completed a year abroad as part of my degree course (September 2016 - May 2017) studying at Trent University in Canada. This has helped me gain more confidence and develop independence. The Trent University Academic Board confirmed that I had achieved their formal status of Good Academic Standing.
I am proud of this because, while adapting to a new culture and education system I achieved 74% overall. Whilst working at McDonalds in July 2017, I progressed to Area Leader; this role provided me with the responsibility to delegate tasks and ensure everything was operating smoothly.

Marc Lai
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/marcialilie
Email: gc00510@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in International Retail Marketing in the Digital Environment
Educational History: BA (Hons) Business Management (2018) – 2:1 - University of Westminster, UK
Waffle maker & decorator, Bubblewrap Waffle, London
Polyvalent member, Five Guys, London
Cashier, Café Le Nicot Latin, Paris
Nationality: French
Languages: French (native), English (fluent) and Chinese (intermediate)
Achievements: Bubblewrap Waffle
Worked at a fast pace to meet the high target sales, helping the company to increase its annual sales by 15%.
Five Guys
Demonstrated constant high quality of service to improve the brand’s image from mystery shoppers’ visits.

Tzu-Yi Liao
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/kelly-liao-21a136154/
Email: tl00601@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in International Retail Marketing in the Digital Environment
Educational History: Bachelor of Arts in Public Administration, Tamkang University, Taiwan
Work Experience: Taipei City Traffic Adjudication Office
Receptionist and Recruitment Assistant, Recruit Express (Taiwan) PTE Ltd
Project Specialist, Absolute Klassik Co Ltd
Part-time Sales Associate, Gucci
Nationality: Taiwanese
Languages: Mandarin (native) and English (proficient)
Achievements: I generated NT$3,000 of sponsorship for a Dancing Club performance.
Currently assisting the Boating Club at Surrey University raise funds through crowd funding.
Po Lam Pauline Ma
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/pauline-ma-bb295017f/
Email: pm00609@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in International Retail Marketing in the Digital Environment
Educational History: Bachelor of Business Administration (Honours) in Business Management, City University of Hong Kong
Higher Diploma in Sales and Marketing, Hong Kong Institute of Vocational Education
Work Experience: Senior Manager in Business Development Department, Shi Communications Limited (Tom Group)
Marketing Officer, Standard Chartered Bank (HK) Limited
Senior Account Executive, Sing Tao Management Services Limited
Nationality: British National (Overseas)
Languages: Cantonese (fluent), English (fluent) and Putonghua (pre-advanced)
Achievements:
Progressed from Business Development Executive to Senior Manager in 5 years.
Managed the Business Development Team (a team of 5 staff) that produced £250,000 per month.
Responsible for managing relationships with key Corporate Accounts included L’Oréal Group, Estée Lauder Group, RICHEMONT Group, IMAGINEX Group, LVMH Group, etc.
Developed skills relating to Account Management, Relationship Development, Business Development, Online Strategic Planning, Managing Expectations, Contract Negotiations, Recruitment.

Vishnuraja Manivannan
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/vishnuraja2010
Email: vm00324@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in International Retail Marketing in the Digital Environment
Educational History: B.E Automobile Engineering, SVCE (Anna University), Chennai
Work Experience: Section Manager (Men’s), Raja Readymades
Project Intern, Ashok Leyland Pvt., Ltd., Chennai
Nationality: Indian
Languages: Tamil (native) and English (fluent)
Achievements:
UCMAS (Universal concept of Mental Arithmetic System) Champion.
Won the National level competition in Chennai and been sponsored a trip to Malaysia where I won Runner 2 in the International Competition on November 2008.

Wing Yung Wong (Nicole)
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/nicole-wong-a3b415a6/
Email: ww00376@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in International Retail Marketing in the Digital Environment
Educational History: Bachelor of Business Administration (Second Honours) in Marketing, Hong Kong Shue Yan University
Work Experience: Marketing Trainee, Richemont Asia Pacific Ltd. (Montblanc)
Marketing Intern, Kering Asia Pacific Ltd. (Qeelin Limited)
Marketing Intern, Tony Burch Hong Kong Limited
Nationality: Hong Kong, China
Languages: Cantonese (native), English (fluent) and Mandarin (fluent)
Achievements:
Execution and organizing the various corporate event in Montblanc, including annual global event (Black and White Week), and CRM events for sales driven.
Strong analytic with the customer database to improve the RSVP of the event to 98%.
Manage the GWP production, including seasonal gift and corporate gift (candle, beanie, scar, mooncake, etc)
Liaise with different mall landlords and GOV organization for the lucky draw event held in Macau.

Anwar Ali
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/anwar-ali786/
Email: aa03762@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Marketing Management
Educational History: BSc Business Management with a Year in Industry, University of Birmingham, First class.
Work Experience:
Sales Assistant, Shell, Beaconsfield, UK
Payments Processing Executive, Ladbrokes Coral, Woking, UK
Assistant to Operations Manager, Asia Shipping Management, UAE
Nationality: Indian
Languages: English (native), Tamil (fluent) and Malayalam (fluent)
Achievements:
Awarded Employee of the Month during my placement year (2016-2017) for saving the company over £18,000 and for preventing further losses.
Golnaz Al-Jahdali
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/golnaz-al-jahdali-
Email: ga00136@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Marketing Management
Educational History: BA Media Studies, University of Surrey, UK
Work Experience: Barista, Waitress and Team member, Fresco Delikafaseen
Nationality: American
Languages: Arabic (native), English (fluent)
Achievements:
- Assisting in the production of a live comedy show as part of the media studies course. Liaising between the producer and director. Holding auditions for potential cast members, and ensuring maximum team effort.
- Promoting and marketing events for an entertainment company with a turnover exceeding £2,000.
- Playing an essential role as the vice president and a team member in the Egyptian Society at the University of Surrey in the achievement of winning the Year Award 2017. Additionally, working as the Events & Marketing officer for the society, in charge of hosting social events for over 200 attendees, creating new and fun events, responsible for obtaining the correct venue, and ensuring ultimate guest satisfaction.

Sanjana Anand
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/sanjana-anand-94666174/
Email: saa2075@safrinity.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Marketing Management
Educational History: Bachelor of Science in Visual Communication, Mop Vaishnav College for Women
Work Experience: Graphic Design Intern in Organic BPS, India
Nationality: Indian
Languages: Tamil (native), Hindi (fluent) and English (fluent)
Achievements:
- Bronze Duke of Edinburgh award.
- Grade 8 Piano.
- Lambda acting solo award: bronze and silver both with distinction.

Alina Arefyeva
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/alina-arefyeva-87b40315b/
Email: aa03652@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Marketing Management
Educational History: Media Foundation Course (Overall Result 78%), Bellerbys College, Brighton, West Sussex.
BA Media Communication and Cultural Studies, 2:1, Newcastle University, Newcastle upon Tyne, Tyne & Wear.
Work Experience: Charity crowdfunding project Digital Co-Ordinator, Action for Children, University of Surrey.
PR Manager, ‘Otechestvo’, Omsk, Russian Federation.
Corporate Communication Intern, ‘Gazprom Neft’, Omsk, Russia.
Member of the Marketing Team, Bellerbys College, Brighton, UK.
Nationality: Russian
Languages: Russian (native) and English (fluent)

Snitpim Bai-Ngern
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/ snitpim-bai-ngern
Email: sb01476@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Marketing Management
Educational History: Bachelor’s degree of Arts (English language major), Kasetsart University BKK, Thailand, grade point average: 3.17
Work Experience: Retail Marketing Officer for FoodLoft for Central Group (BKK, Thailand)
Nationality: Thai
Languages: Thai (native) and English (fluent)
Achievements:
- An online art & craft shop (Little Big Things) - designed & customized online card shop, made to order for special occasion.

Emma Brown
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/emma-brown 878007126/
Email: eb00287@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Marketing Management
Educational History: BSc with Honours in Biomedical Science (2:1) at the University of Warwick
Work Experience: Medical Marketing Assistant, Allergy Therapeutics
Volunteer at A&E and Dementia wards St Richards Hospital, Chichester
Waitress, Goodwood Hotel
Actor, Goodwood Actor’s Guild
Part time Yard assistant, Manor Farm Equestrian Yard
Nationality: Swiss and British
Languages: English (native) and French (fluent)
Achievements:
- Bronze Duke of Edinburgh award.
- Grade 8 Piano.
- Lambda acting solo award: bronze and silver both with distinction.

Malavika Devadas
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/malavika-devadas-932659133
Email: md00939@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Marketing Management
Educational History: B-TECH in Information Technology – First Class, PSG College of Technology, Coimbatore.
Work Experience: Marketing Intern, Focus Pizm Pvt Ltd, Coimbatore
Quality Management Intern, Expoknits International, Tirupur
Volunteer – Social Services, Make a Difference, India
Nationality: Indian
Languages: Malayalam (native), English (fluent), Tamil (fluent) and Hindi (fluent)
Achievements:
- Proficient in HTML and various programming languages.
Peevara Euachanok  
**Linkedin:** LinkedIn.com/in/Peevara Euachanok  
**Email:** pa0005@sisu.ac.uk  
**Current Course of Study:** MSc in Marketing Management  
**Educational History:** Bachelor’s degree of Fine arts (Communication Design), Srinakarinwirot University, Bangkok, Thailand, Grade point average : 3.33  
**Work Experience:** Marketing Communications, Glowfish Office, Bangkok, Thailand  
**Creative Designer, Avery and Co. Ltd, Bangkok, Thailand  
**Internship - Graphic Designer - Vanilla Group, Bangkok, Thailand  
**Nationality:** Thai  
**Languages:** Thai  
**Achievements:** Customized iPhone Case online shop (Smirk The Original)  

Phantira Saenghiran  
**Linkedin:** LinkedIn.com/in/Phantira Saenghiran  
**Email:** ps00716@surrey.ac.uk  
**Current Course of Study:** MSc in Marketing Management  
**Educational History:** B.A. Bachelor of Arts Major in Dramatic Arts, GPAX 3.49, Chulalongkorn University, Faculty of Arts  
**Work Experience:** Marketing Coordinator, Keval Ltd  
**Key Account Manager, Keval Ltd  
**Nationality:** Thai  
**Languages:** Thai (native) and English (fluency)  
**Achievements:** Group winner of Bangkok Bank Student Internship Program (SIP64)  

Konstantina Karakosta  
**Linkedin:** LinkedIn.com/in/konstantinakarakosta/  
**Email:** kk00724@surrey.ac.uk  
**Current Course of Study:** MSc in Marketing Management  
**Educational History:** Bachelor Degree in Business Administration, University Of Piraeus, Athens, Greece  
**Professional Diploma in Digital Marketing  
**ALBA Business School of Economics, Athens, Greece  
**Work Experience:** Marketing Coordinator, Korvel Ltd  
**Key Account Manager, Korvel Ltd  
**Nationality:** Greek  
**Languages:** Greek (native) and English (fluent)  

Chanticha Tikhatham  
**Linkedin:** LinkedIn.com/in/chanticha-tikhatham  
**Email:** ct00710@surrey.ac.uk  
**Current Course of Study:** MSc in Marketing Management  
**Educational History:** BSc Business Management, Chiang Mai University, Thailand, 2013 – 2016  
**Art Director/Photographer for an online apparel store in Cairo, Egypt  
**Nationality:** Thai  
**Languages:** Thai (native) and English (fluency)  
**Achievements:** Participated in “Joint Seminar 2015: Nagasaki University, Japan and Chiang Mai University”  

Pavat Angkananukoa  
**Linkedin:** LinkedIn.com/in/pavat-angkananukoa-b3724b173  
**Email:** cv07016@surrey.ac.uk  
**Current Course of Study:** MSc in Operations and Supply Chain in the Digital Era  
**Educational History:** International Logistics Management bachelor degree in Burapha University (2018)  
**Work Experience:** Intern at Logistics company in Thailand for 3 months about inbound, outbound and inventory  
**Nationality:** Thai  
**Languages:** Thai (native) and English (fluency)  

Antony Chettupuzha  
**Linkedin:** LinkedIn.com/in/antony-chettupuzha-565466143/  
**Email:** ac01581@surrey.ac.uk  
**Current Course of Study:** MSc in Operations and Supply Chain in the Digital Era  
**Educational History:** B.E. Mechanical Engineering, Anna university, Chennai, India  
**Work Experience:** Associate Software Engineer (Client- Airbus customer service), Tech Mahindra Pvt.Ltd, Bangalore, India  
**Operations Trainee, Kinship Services, Kerala, India  
**Intern, Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited, India  
**Intern, Petronet CCK, India  
**Intern, TVS Ashok Leyland, India  
**Intern, JSW Steels, India  
**Nationality:** Indian  
**Languages:** English (Fluent), Malayalam (native), Tamil (Fluent), Hindi (Fluent)  
**Achievements:** Had the opportunity to work as an operations trainee in the logistics team of Kinship services (export and import logistics) responsible for customer services, support and managing vendor communications. Got top to bottom insight regarding the export and import logistics businesses around the world. Presented a paper titled, “Application of nanotechnology in automobiles” in SAE conducted event 2015 at Sirkisha College of Engineering, coimbatore, India.  
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Yuan Gu
LinkedIn: Linkedin.com/in/kristen-gu
Email: yg00445@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Operations and Supply Chain in the Digital Era
Educational History:
- Bachelors Degree in International Economics and Trade, Sichuan International Studies University.
- Translation and interpretation, Chengdu Institute Sichuan International Studies University.
Work Experience:
- Intern Everbright Securities
- Marketing Intern, China Life Insurance
- Assistant of Client Manager, Bank of Jiangsu
Nationality: China
Languages: Chinese and English

Nichapha Janjamratsaeng
LinkedIn: Linkedin.com/in/nichapha-janjamratsaeng
Email: nj00246@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Operations and Supply Chain in the Digital Era
Educational History:
- Bachelor’s degree International Logistics Management, Chulalongkorn University - GPAX 3.65
Work Experience:
- SCG Excellent Internship Program, Siam Cement Group
Nationality: Thai
Languages: Thai (native) and English (fluent)

Elena Jodhan
LinkedIn: Linkedin.com/in/elena-jodhan
Email: ej00156@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Operations and Supply Chain in the Digital Era
Educational History:
- BSc. (Hons) International Business Management - University of Surrey
Work Experience:
- Administrative Assistant, Oamora Enterprised Ltd. (Rented) - Rentals and Transport/ Oilfield and Industrial Supply Divisions
Nationality: Trinidad
Languages: English (native) and Spanish (B2)
Achievements:
- Member of Susamachar Presbyterian Church Steel Orchestra Band (2014).
- Member of Susamachar Presbyterian Church Music Band (2014-2016).

Hui-Hung Ku
LinkedIn: Linkedin.com/in/huihung-ku-701043174
Current Course of Study: MSc in Operations and Supply Chain in the Digital Era
Educational History:
- Bachelor Of Economics: International Economics And Trade, Central University Of Finance And Economics, Beijing
Work Experience:
- Intern, BMW(China) Automotive Trading Ltd.
- Wealth Management Intern, CDH Investments, Shanghai, China
- Store Manager Intern, 7-Eleven, Taoyuan, Taiwan
- Sales And Marketing Department Intern, Yema Live – Beijing, China
Nationality: Taiwan
Languages: Chinese (native) and English (fluent)
IELTS: Overall 6.5, Listening 7.0/ Reading 7.0/ Speaking 7.0/ Writing 5.5.
Achievements:
- Vice President and leader of Skill department
- Rock Club Community — organizing a music festival

Chanon Nilikanond
LinkedIn: Linkedin.com/in/chanon-nilikanond-60a352617/
Email: cn00362@surrey.ac.uk
Current Course of Study: MSc in Operations and Supply Chain in the Digital Era
Educational History:
- Bachelors Degree Economics, Thammasat University, GPA 3.16
Work Experience:
- Operations Planning Officer | Aira & Aiful Public Company Limited
- Young Internship Program 2016 | ThaiNamthip Company Limited
Nationality: Thai
Languages: Thai, English
Achievements:
- Tennis Player
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**Nana Osei-Poku**

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/nana-otey-osei-poku-68563163/

Email: no00261@surrey.ac.uk

Current Course of Study: MSc in Operations and Supply Chain in the Digital Era

Educational History: B.A Sociology, Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology (KNUST), Kumasi, Ghana.

Work Experience:
- Worked as an Assistant Client Manager at Standard Chartered Bank, Ghana (National Service)
- Worked as a Sales / Supplies Coordinator at CASIO / Elmisystems SA
- Worked as a Group Leader at Mediatel SA

Languages: English

Nationality: British Ghanaian

Achievements:
As a Vice president of operations for Nectars of Hope for Children foundation, I was giving the task of supervising the team that selected schools and orphans we were to visit. The team was also tasked with sourcing educational materials for the children we were to visit. Working at Savfuel petroleum as an intern and assistant to the CEO, I learned how to source out companies we would often source. This gave me some feel of marketing as I visited companies to explain our services and how we can be of use to them. I also supervised the dispensation of fuel to various customers.

**Angeliki Papathanasiou**

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/angelikipapathanasiou-3b057965

Email: ap01386@surrey.ac.uk

Current Course of Study: MSc in Operations and Supply Chain in the Digital Era

Educational History: BSc Business Administration & Management, University of Piraeus (63.4%)

Work Experience:
- Worked as a Sales / Supplies Coordinator at CASIO / Elmisystems SA
- Worked as an Assistant Accountant at View Master Films S.A.
- Worked as a Group Leader at Mediatel SA

Languages: Greek (Native) and English (Fluent)

Nationality: Greek

Achievements:
- Volunteer Experience: AIESEC Mumbai/Global volunteer - Project: Discover Morocco in Marrakech and Agadir
- The aim of this project was to develop the tourism of Marrakech and Agadir by reviewing possible promotion scenarios, and then implementing our solution. The result: a blog that promoted through and gave a different view of the Moroccan culture, including articles, photos, and videos of the two cities.

**Guozhi Wang**

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/guozhi-wang-48456017b/

Current Course of Study: MSc in Operations and Supply Chain in the Digital Era

Educational History: Logistics Management, Shandong University

Work Experience:
- Personal Assistant at Savfuel Petroleum Limited (Intern)
- Assistant Client Manager, Standard Chartered Bank, Ghana (National Service)

Languages: Mandarin (Native) and English (proficient)

Nationality: Chinese

Achievements:
- Student Research Training Program. One third prize and two second prizes.

**Vikram Ramakrishnan**

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/vikramramakrishnan92/

Email: v00145@surrey.ac.uk

Current Course of Study: MSc in Operations and Supply Chain in the Digital Era

Educational History: B.E. Mechanical Engineering, Anna University, Chennai, India

Work Experience:
- Worked as a Production Supervisor in Geetha Enterprise which is a Manufacturing and Fabrication company in India.
- Member of the logistics team in BMW group in Chennai where production floor in the plant was completely dependent on logistics of materials for the assembly line.
- Obtained an in-hand experience in logistics and supply chain under high pressure circumstances.
- Presented papers and completed my final year project on "Effect of Cryogenic treatment in 6082 alloy steel" in an International conference and recognised by university journal.

**Abimahilan Santha Natesan**

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/abimahilan-santha-natesan-3a6422329

Email: ai07276@surrey.ac.uk

Current Course of Study: MSc in Operations and Supply Chain in the Digital Era

Educational History: B.E. Mechanical Engineering, Anna University, Chennai, India.

Work Experience:
- Worked as a Production Supervisor in Geetha Enterprise which is a Manufacturing and Fabrication company in India.
- Member of the logistics team in BMW group in Chennai where production floor in the plant was completely dependent on logistics of materials for the assembly line.
- Obtained an in-hand experience in logistics and supply chain under high pressure circumstances.
- Presented papers and completed my final year project on "Effect of Cryogenic treatment in 6082 alloy steel" in an International conference and recognised by university journal.

Achievements:
- Successfully implemented a project during final year of Engineering called "TurboCharger" to Turbo Charge Two wheelers. This increases the volumetric efficiency of the engine, which will reduce the fuel consumption and environmental pollution by lowering the CO2 emissions. Demonstrated and presented paper on 'Green Sprayer' at a project expo event held at Jayam College of Engineering and Technology, Dharmsam, India conducted by Indian Society for Technical Education, New Delhi.

**Languages:**

- English (Fluent), Hindi (Native), Tamil (Native), Hindi (Fluent)

**IELTS:**

- Listening 7.5; Reading 7.0; Speaking 7.0; Writing 7.0; Overall 7.0

**Achievements:**

I was an executive member in the mechanical department’s SPARK Association for two years.

Underwent a workshop in automobile and engine design which was held by IEEE technology symposium which was conducted at Anna University, Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India, Served as head of hospitality committee for IEEE technology symposium events conducted at K. S. R. College of Technology, India.